HI-SCAN 6040i & 6040-2is
Produces airport quality screening and is user-friendly
System generates highly detailed and easily interpreted X-ray images with a background contrast function that aids in the recognition of objects on the screen
Simple operation & interpretation for hotel security to use as they scan baggage and large packages coming into the hotel

Walk Through Metal Detector
Intercept firearms, knives, and other weapons with ferrous and non-ferrous metal components
Easily assembled and dismantled; ideal for rapid deployment at temporary checkpoints

IONSCAN 600
A desktop unit used to screen for narcotics and explosives at points of entry
Automatic analysis upon sample insertion for quick and efficient screening of guests

HI-SCAN 5030si
Portable machine that scans small-sized personal belongings of lobby guests such as purses, totes and backpacks
Minimal footprint that does not detract from the ambiance of the lobby

Millimeter Wave (MMW) imaging, with technology similar to that found in airport body scanners is available.
Due to size and weight, temporary checkpoints can be set up quickly and easily
Lightweight and compact size enables mobility through doorways, elevators and tight spaces
HI-SCAN 100100v-2is

Reliable and easy to operate

Screens crates and luggage up to 39”x39” in size

Dual-view version provides two alternate views to reduce the need to reposition objects or break shipments down to scan items individually

MAIL ROOM / STAFF ENTRY / PERIMETER PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

HI-SCAN 5030si

Delivers quality images when screening backpacks and larger items

Comes in a smaller overall footprint and provides mobility inside the hotel and its perimeter as needs evolve

Easy to operate and use

For more information, please call +1 410-612-2625 or e-mail: usa@smiths-detection.com